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the bhagavadgita is one phase of the tripod of indian philosophy and culture the other
two phases being the upanishads and the brahmasutras while the upanishads lay the
foundation of the loftiest reach possible for humanity and the brahmasutras logically
elucidate the intricate issues involved in the upanishads the bhagavadgita blends
together the transcendent and the immanent features of the ultimate reality bringing
together into an integrated whole knowledge and action the inner and the outer the
individual and the society man and god all which are portrayed as facets of a
universal operation presenting entire life and all life as a perfectly complete organic
wholeness leaving nothing unsaid and attempting to solve every problem of life swami
vivekananda s views on the bhagavad gita are scattered throughout the complete
works of swami vivekananda published in nine volumes the present book published by
advaita ashrama a publication branch of ramakrishna math belur math is an extensive
compilation of these insightful views of swami vivekananda on this sacred scripture of
the hindus the reader is as it were taken through several verses of the gita along with
the swami s elevating and soul stirring commentary note this book has embedded
fonts to display the verses in devanagari you may have to use the original font option
in google play books app the book is certainly not a commentary on the gita in the
traditional sense but what is available is indeed a treasure house of wisdom swamiji
was a living embodiment of the gita according to him the gita was practical vedanta
he demonstrated this through his life reading through the book is indeed a rewarding
experience one is in holy company imbibing the words of one who is speaking from
his heart just as swamiji himself used to carry a copy of the gita with him always one
cannot do better than carry a copy of this book with one always from a review in the
vedanta kesari november 2010 p 441 published by sri ramakrishna math chennai as
of february 2017 the print book has undergone seven reprints and more than 27 000
copies have been sold among the several modern commentaries on the gita this one is
unique in the sense it is both down to earth and fascinatingly erudite in explaining
every verse the author the 13th president of ramakrishna math and ramakrishna
mission relates its real connotation and significance to not only what shankaracharya
said in his introduction to the gita or how sri ramakrishna and swami vivekananda
interpreted it in terms of practical vedanta but also how it conforms to the thinking of
some of the greatest greek philosophers like socrates plato and aristotle the author
also takes the readers on an enlightening voyage of discovery where they meet
buddha mahavir tao christ and most of the thinkers in the west and he relates their
thought by an ingenious interaction with the message of sri krishna even scientists
like einstein famous neurologists like charles sherrington and poets like wordsworth
and shelley and philosophers like julian huxley and bertrand russell are brought in by
the author to give the readers an in depth understanding of this great scripture the
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author weaves every verse into the requirements of modern life and throws light on
how man should lead his life while involved in his daily chores and fulfil his duties in
accordance with the philosophy of action as taught by sri krishna the book contains
the sanskrit slokas in devanagari script their english transliteration simple meaning
in english followed by explanation in english the largest selling edition of the gita in
the western world bhagavad gita as it is is more than a book it is alive with
knowledge and devotion thus it has the power to change your life for the better
bhagavad gita is knowledge of five basic truths and the relationship of each truth to
the other these five truths are krishna or god the individual soul the material world
action in this world and time the gita lucidly explains the nature of consciousness the
self and the universe it is the essence of india s spiritual wisdom the answers to
questions posed by philosophers for centuries in translating the gita a c
bhaktivedanta swami prabhupada has remained loyal to the intended meaning of
krishna s words and thus he has unlocked all the secrets of the ancient knowledge of
the gita and placed them before us as an exciting opportunity for self improvement
and spiritual fulfillment the gita is a conversation between krishna and his dear friend
arjuna at the last moment before entering a battle between brothers and friends the
great warrior arjuna begins to wonder why should he fight what is the meaning of his
life where is he going after death in response krishna brings his friend from
perplexity to spiritual enlightenment and each one of us is invited to walk the same
path the bhagavad gita is one of the most influential spiritual texts of ancient india in
perennial psychology of the bhagavad gita swami rama makes this classic scripture
accessible to all students by vividly drawing out the psychological concepts found
within the teachings in this book are based on the understanding that the outside
world can be mastered only when one s inner potentials are systematically explored
and realized with the guidance and commentary of himalayan master swami rama you
can explore the wisdom of the bhagavad gita which allows one to be vibrant and
creative in the external world while maintaining a state of inner tranquility this
commentary on the bhagavad gita is a unique opportunity to see the gita through the
perspective of a master yogi and is an excellent version for practitioners of yoga
meditation spiritual seekers psychotherapists and students of eastern studies will all
find a storehouse of wisdom in this volume the commentary of shankara on the gita is
regarded as an outstanding specimen of indian scholarship the translator has
accomplished his task in a most praiseworthy manner by giving a faithful translation
without in any way detracting from the strength or clarity of the original commentary
the inclusion of a word index of the entire text has added to the worth of the book
have you ever noticed that for the mind questions never cease fortunately this second
volume in the just love questions answers series contains 200 answers to questions
posed to paramahamsa sri swami vishwananda between 2010 and 2013 his answers
here cover a wide variety of topics but most of all he describes how to handle the
mind paramahamsa vishwananda says that on the spiritual path the mind can either
be our best friend or our worst enemy that s why this book focuses particularly on
how to overcome the obstacles that the mind places between us and the goal of life
itself unconditional divine love this is the only kind of love that will truly fulfill us and
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guruji s wisdom recommendations and spiritual practices all help us to transcend the
limits the mind imposes this is a translation of a book titled gita sar samgraha ग त स र
स ग रह in bengali authored by swami premeshananda swami premeshananda was one
of the revered monks of the ramakrishna order who became a source of inspiration to
countless spiritual aspirants monastic as well as lay he was an initiated disciple of sri
sarada devi foreword by swami suhitananda one of the vice presidents of the
ramakrishna math ramakrishna mission published by advaita ashrama a publication
house of ramakrishna math belur math india rarely in a lifetime does a new spiritual
classic appear that has the power to change people s lives and transform future
generations this is such a book the essence of the bhagavad gita explained by
paramhansa yogananda shares the profound insights of paramhansa yogananda
author of autobiography of a yogi as remembered by one of his few remaining direct
disciples swami kriyananda this revelation of india s best loved scripture approaches
it from an entirely fresh perspective showing its deep allegorical meaning and also its
down to earth practicality the themes presented are universal how to achieve victory
in life in union with the divine how to prepare for life s final exam death and what
happens afterward how to triumph over all pain and suffering this book is itself a
triumph swami kriyananda worked with paramhansa yogananda in 1950 while the
master completed his commentary at that time yogananda commissioned him to
disseminate his teachings world wide kriyananda has in his lifetime lectured taught
and written eighty five books based on yogananda s teachings the essence of the
bhagavad gita kriyananda s eighty sixth book is the crowning achievement of his
highly productive life in this his masterpiece he declares yogananda s insights into
the gita are the most amazing thrilling and helpful of any i have ever read this is a
new release of the original 1944 edition a finalist for the publishers marketing
association spiritual book of the year award this modern translation and commentary
makes the deep spiritual truths of india s timeless classic available to the western
mind in a way never before thought possible as it is said the wisest man makes the
difficult seem simple the book includes every verse of the bhagavad gita and can also
serve well as a lively enjoyable textbook the bhagavad gita is one of the most
important scriptures of the hindus the very fact that this scripture has been
commented upon by innumerable saints only highlights its great importance this
being the case readers would find it deeply interesting to know what swami
vivekananda had to say regarding it in the pages of this booklet are found those
wonderful ideas and authoritative statements regarding gita by one who was aptly fit
to bring out the hidden significance and essence of this great scripture published by
advaita ashrama a publication house of ramakrishna math belur math india 5200
years long interval srimad bhagavad gita in its authentic and everlasting exposition
yatharth geeta the geeta in its true perspective shreemad bhagwad geeta science of
religion for mankind what were the inner feelings and emotions of shri krishn when
he preached the geeta all inner feelings cannot be expressed in words some can be
told some are expressed through the body language and the rest are to be realised
which can only be understood by a seeker through experiences only after attaining
the state which shri krishn had been to an accomplished teacher knows what geeta
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says he simply does not reiterate verses of the geeta but in fact gives experiences to
the inner feelings of the geeta this is possible because he sees the same picture which
was there when shri krishn preached the geeta he therefore sees the real meaning
can show it to us can evoke the inner feelings and would lead us on the path of
enlightenment rev shri paramhansji mahraj was also an enlightened teacher of such a
level and the compilation of his words and blessings to grasp the inner feelings of the
geeta itself is the yatharth geeta swami adgadanand on the self Ātman as taught in
bhagavadgītā the bhagavad gita was a lifelong companion of swami vivekananda and
used to carry one where ever he went in these lectures swami vivekananda talked
about the gita to a western audience in san francisco on may 26 1900 and was
recorded by ida ansell in shorthand those interested in hinduism religious philosophy
or those who are simply trying to understand the gita will find these lectures useful it
s a great collection of swami vivekananda s opinions and comments on the bhagavad
gita the contents of lectures on the bhagavad gita by swami vivekananda introduction
chapters of the bhagavad gita the gita lecture 1 the gita lecture ii the gita lecture iii
sri swami vishwananda s profound and heartfelt commentary does more than just tell
a story in this sri gopi gita he shows you how the gopis saw krishna and how they
truly lived only for their beloved his words awaken the yearning in our own hearts to
see krishna with the eyes of a gopi and to love him with the heart of a gopi let this
book take you on a journey to your own inner vrindavan to experience the oneness of
the gopis with the lord and ultimately remember and deepen your own relationship
with the divine the shreemad bhagavad gita is one of the most ancient scriptures in
the world of all the scriptures it is said that gita provides the deepest and most
practical knowledge about faith devotion surrender detachment and a release of
expectations and ownership over one s own actions but like any teaching time and
unqualified minds can distort scriptures like this and misrepresent what is contained
within it is for that purpose that the lord continuously takes birth on earth in the form
of the guru to revive the true essence of the gita and to demonstrate the simplicity
and power of the divine message of the lord one such master is paramahamsa sri
swami vishwananda and this book is his personal commentary on this timeless
knowledge included here are over 900 pages of verses translations drawings for
every chapter and paramahamsa vishwananda s extensive commentary perfect for the
beginner as well as those who have read other commentaries this is more than just a
book it is a guiding light that can be applied to every day to every thought and to
every moment offers a modern interpretation of the bhagavad gita and provides
suggestions on how its teachings can be applied to everyday life one who sings and
chants these supremely confidential teachings to my devotees will attain supreme
devotion for me and will attain me there is no doubt in this matter sri krishna
bhagavad gita 18 68 if sharing the confidential meaning of the yoga of devotional love
bhakti yoga is the standard for spiritual advancement then this is the definitive
edition of the bhagavad gita it is the first english translation that includes summaries
of the commentaries of four of the most prominent expounders of the tradition of
bhakti yoga srimad bhaktivinoda hakura srimad visvanatha cakravarti thakura srila
bhakti pramode puri gosvami and sri kanailal pancatirtha alongside the highly
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acclaimed translation of the text itself by srila bhakti rakshak sridhar dev gosvami
taken together no other edition of this sacred text has so comprehensively conveyed
the timeless spiritual wisdom of the bhagavad gita sri rama imparts this knowledge to
vibhishana on the battlefield of sri lanka and is found in the lanka kanda portion of
the ramacharitmanas sri rama describes the chariot of dharma which is needed to
fight and defeat the inner enemies of ignorance anger etc the authorised english
translation of the profound gita commentary of swami pranabananda paramhansa
exalted disciple of yogiraj lahiri mahasaya part one of two volumes although set down
in writing centuries apart the bhagavad gita and the uddhava gita share krishna s
core advice on developing a more complete personal consciousness but unlike the
urgency of an impending battle that drives krishna s dialogue in the bhagavad gita
this dialogue with his dear old friend uddhava takes place on the eve of krishna s
departure from the world and is filled with philosophy poetry and practical advice
book jacket srimad bhagavad gita is now widely recognised as a scriptural text of
worldwide importance sri ramanuja is one of the noted commentators on the vedanta
sutras of badarayana and the bhagavad gita this has brought him recognition as one
of the greatest exponents of vedanta from the vaishnava point of view swami
adidevananda one of the distinguished scholarly monks of the ramakrishna order who
retained his inherent sri vaishnava heritage has translated the original verses and sri
ramanuja s commentary into english this book is of special importance because it is
the only english translation now available with the original sanskrit commentary as
well the book opens with meditation on the gita followed by the gitartha sangraha of
sri yamunacharya with english translation swami tapasyananda who was a scholarly
monk with deep devotional temperament and one of the vice presidents of the
ramakrishna order has written a scholarly introduction to this work the bhagavad gita
comes from the 100 000 verses of the epic mahabharat it s 700 verses are rich with
eloquent poetry and woven masterfully with vedic philosophy this translation focuses
on the inner struggle of the spiritual aspirant to follow their own chosen ideal of
perfection in every moment complete with a glossary of definitions for the names of
the characters in the story this translation is not as much a history lesson as it is a
lesson that can be applied to the reader s current situation today there is no other
circumstance in which divine knowledge is more appropriate and no greater teacher
than the supreme lord himself this book comes with english translations roman
transliterations and the original sanskrit the most famous and revered of all hindu
scriptures this text translated from sanskrit teaches the paths of knowledge devotion
action and meditation becoming the seed for all the hindu systems of philosophy and
religion that followed from publisher s weekly abbot george burke enthusiastically
explores the story as a means for knowing oneself the cosmos and one s calling within
it his plainspoken insights often distill complex lessons with simplicity and sagacity
those with a deep interest in the gita will find much wisdom here several thousand
years ago in north central india two people sat in a chariot in the midpoint of a great
battlefield one of them the yogi arjuna knew that it would be not be long before the
conflict would begin so he asked krishna the master of yoga yogeshwara what should
be his attitude and perspective in this moment and above all what should he do there
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was no time to spare in empty words in a brief discourse later turned into seven
hundred sanskrit verses by the sage vyasa krishna outlined to arjuna the way to live
one s entire life so as to gain perfect self knowledge and self mastery the bhagavad
gita tells us that we can attain a knowing beyond even what it tells us and it shows us
the way with penetrating insight abbot george burke illumines the bhagavad gita s
practical value for spiritual seekers and the timelessness of india s most beloved
scripture with a unique perspective of a lifetime of study and practice of both eastern
and western spirituality abbot george mines the treasures of the gita and presents
them in an easily intelligible fashion for those wishing to put these priceless
teachings into practice drawing from the teachings of sri ramakrishna jesus
paramhansa yogananda ramana maharshi swami vivekananda swami sivananda of
rishikesh papa ramdas and other spiritual masters and teachers as well as his own
experiences abbot burke illustrates the teachings of the gita with stories which make
the teachings of krishna in the gita vibrant and living while yogananda in his
commentary on the gita god talks with arjuna the bhagavad gita focuses on the
valuable symbolism contained in the gita abbot burke dwells primarily on the
practical aspects and what aspirants can put into practice here and now on a daily
basis any student of the bhagavad gita will find the bhagavad gita for awakening an
essential companion in their studies at times general principles found in the gita are
illumined and in other places the deeper meanings found in the sanskrit text are
explained word by word so that seekers will have and in depth understanding of the
religion practices and culture that those familiar with indian religion and philosophy
take for granted a must read for anyone on a spiritual quest for the truth sailaja
kuruvadi thus avadhutopanishad mentions that which is indestructible worthy of
seeking free from the bondage of relative existence and the implied meaning of the
tattvamasi mahÂvÂkya from this description it is evident that the avadhöta is none
other than the absolute non dual brahman when this reality manifests through the
limitations of the paácakoïa s without any influence and thereby expresses the
divinity in its stark naked truthful expression such a master is referred as avadhöta
this being so there cannot be any valid descriptions to fit our rational understanding
of the truth and its manifestations such incarnation of the absolute is bhagawÂn
dattÂtreya to whom this text is attributed the bhagavad gita is the gospel of hinduism
this important hindu scripture dates back to 200 bc and its title directly translates to
the song of god part of the ancient sanskrit epic mahabharata this 700 verse hindu
scripture is a narrative between arjuna the pandava prince and his guide sri krishna
set on the kurukshetra battlefield arjuna contemplates the ethics and morality of war
often seen as an allegory for the philosophical struggles of life the battlefield provides
the perfect context for krishna s advice regarding karma yoga moksha divine glory
and other fundamentals of hinduism the chapters featured in this volume include the
sorrow of arjuna the yoga of knowledge the way to eternal brahman the yoga of
mysticism divine glory the vision of god in his universal form devotion to the supreme
spirit three kinds of faith this ancient religious text holds a powerful contemporary
message and is an important and respected hindu scripture a new translation of the
bhagavad gita by swami nirmalananda giri abbot george burke for leading a
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successful spiritual life the gita teaches us the art of being total use your actions in
an attitude of karma yoga use your feelings in devotion in bhakti yoga use your
intellect for right understanding in jnana yoga and use your being in silence in
dhyana yoga the bhagavad gita helps us to tune to our inner pure state and denounce
the illusion of security clarity courage and wisdom are true security bhagavad gita
helps us to learn to draw energy from our inner state and achieve personal excellence
swami sukhabodhananda is the founder chairman of prasanna trust he is also the
founder of the research wing of prasanna foundation which focuses on the scientific
aspects of meditation his books have made many discover a new way of living life and
his self development programs have benefitted many in the corporate sectors and
reputed institutions the original bhagavad gita of yoganandaji 1932 edition in his
original wordings as interpreted by him the greatest hindu scriptures are the four
vedas one hundred and eight upanishads were written containing the essence of the
four vedas six systems of hindu philosophy sankhya yoga vedanta nimansa etc contain
the essence of the vedas and upanishads and the bhagavad gita is the essence of the
six philosophies 108 upanishads and 4 vedas the bhagavad gita says fight the battle
of life or you will acquire sin chapter 2 33 the spiritual interpretation of the above
passage is that unless the soul battles continuously to overcome the consciousness of
the flesh by experiencing soul consciousness in meditation that soul acquires sin if
the son of god or the image of god dwelling in flesh does not fight against the
limitations of the flesh but identifies himself with it then he invites sorrow to be in
soul consciousness is to remember the spirit but to be in flesh consciousness is to
forget the power of the soul to feel omnipresence through meditation the soul
remembers its home in omnipresent absolute blissful spirit but after a short
meditation the soul goes back again to the remembrance of the troublesome
limitations of the body this sinful cosmic delusion which produces the body
consciousness is the root cause underlying the three fold physical mental and
spiritual sorrows of man unravel the philosophy of life and the spiritual essence of the
bhagavad gita in a simplified and systemic manner with the introductory guide
succinct text coupled with basic diagrams and colorful paintings illustrates abstruse
concepts such as the soul karma destiny god yoga teacher and many more this
transcendental knowledge can be implemented in daily life to rejuvenate the body
mind and spirit in this insightful rendition of the bhagavad gita swami nikhilananda
provides a profound interpretation of the sacred text exploring the timeless wisdom
and teachings of lord krishna he illuminates the path to self realization and offers
practical guidance for navigating life s challenges gain profound wisdom from the
timeless teachings of the bhagavad gita discover practical guidance for finding
purpose and fulfilment in life explore the profound insights of lord krishna on duty
and righteousness learn to overcome challenges and attain inner peace and harmony
experience the transformative power of the bhagavad gita s teachings 27 select
discourses of swami akhandananda saraswati ji maharaj of vrindavan on bhagwad
gita the nectarine wisdom of gita at its best this is a new release of the original 1909
edition based on the teachings of paramhansa yogananda this translation of the gita
brings alive the deep spiritual insights and poetic beauty of the famous battlefield
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dialogue between krishna and arjuna based on the little known truth that each
character in the gita represents an aspect of our own being it expresses with
revelatory clarity how to win the struggle within us between the forces of our lower
and higher natures one of the best loved scriptures in the world the bhagavad gita
has been translated by many scholars and poets over thousands of years here is a
new english language translation by a renowned spiritual master perhaps more than
any other version paramhansa yogananda s gita captures the spiritual depth of the
original each verse of this 18 chapter scripture is translated in sparkling modern
english prose that conveys the power and inspiration of this ancient scripture
spiritual practices such as devotion selfless service and spiritual discrimination are
explained and clarified this treasure of a book not only represents the wisdom of the
original gita for today s reader clear powerful straightforward and inwardly
transforming contains 130 pages of profound spiritual truths edited by yogananda s
direct disciple swami kriyananda one of the best loved scriptures in the world the
bhagavad gita has been translated by many scholars and poets over thousands of
years this new version rendered in modern english prose by swami kriyananda is
based on the interpretations of his guru paramhansa yogananda author of
autobiography of a yogi the gita is the heroic story of the battlefield counsel given by
krishna to arjuna just prior to the start of a great war responding to arjuna s moral
dilemma over fighting against his beloved friends family and teachers krishna advises
arjuna on his duties as a warrior yogananda s insights reveal that the gita is in fact a
spiritual allegory and that each character in the story symbolizes psychological traits
and aspects of our own consciousness as arjuna looks upon the warriors on the
battlefield he is really facing his own inner battle between the forces of delusion and
the forces of spirit within krishna s advice to arjuna on how to win the battle using
yogic tools of devotion selfless service and spiritual discrimination gives each of us
the guidance we need to move forward in dharma right action in every material or
spiritual test that life may bring book jacket the book consists of two parts an
introduction to the study of the gita and the charm and power of the gita the first
consists of lectures delivered by the author and the second is the introductory
chapter from the author s book universal message of the bhagavad gita published by
advaita ashrama a publication house of ramakrishna math belur math india
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The Bhagavad Gita 1989 the bhagavadgita is one phase of the tripod of indian
philosophy and culture the other two phases being the upanishads and the
brahmasutras while the upanishads lay the foundation of the loftiest reach possible
for humanity and the brahmasutras logically elucidate the intricate issues involved in
the upanishads the bhagavadgita blends together the transcendent and the immanent
features of the ultimate reality bringing together into an integrated whole knowledge
and action the inner and the outer the individual and the society man and god all
which are portrayed as facets of a universal operation presenting entire life and all
life as a perfectly complete organic wholeness leaving nothing unsaid and attempting
to solve every problem of life
Bhagavad Gita As Viewed By Swami Vivekananda 2016-04-06 swami vivekananda
s views on the bhagavad gita are scattered throughout the complete works of swami
vivekananda published in nine volumes the present book published by advaita
ashrama a publication branch of ramakrishna math belur math is an extensive
compilation of these insightful views of swami vivekananda on this sacred scripture of
the hindus the reader is as it were taken through several verses of the gita along with
the swami s elevating and soul stirring commentary note this book has embedded
fonts to display the verses in devanagari you may have to use the original font option
in google play books app the book is certainly not a commentary on the gita in the
traditional sense but what is available is indeed a treasure house of wisdom swamiji
was a living embodiment of the gita according to him the gita was practical vedanta
he demonstrated this through his life reading through the book is indeed a rewarding
experience one is in holy company imbibing the words of one who is speaking from
his heart just as swamiji himself used to carry a copy of the gita with him always one
cannot do better than carry a copy of this book with one always from a review in the
vedanta kesari november 2010 p 441 published by sri ramakrishna math chennai as
of february 2017 the print book has undergone seven reprints and more than 27 000
copies have been sold
Universal Message of the Bhagavad Gita 2000 among the several modern
commentaries on the gita this one is unique in the sense it is both down to earth and
fascinatingly erudite in explaining every verse the author the 13th president of
ramakrishna math and ramakrishna mission relates its real connotation and
significance to not only what shankaracharya said in his introduction to the gita or
how sri ramakrishna and swami vivekananda interpreted it in terms of practical
vedanta but also how it conforms to the thinking of some of the greatest greek
philosophers like socrates plato and aristotle the author also takes the readers on an
enlightening voyage of discovery where they meet buddha mahavir tao christ and
most of the thinkers in the west and he relates their thought by an ingenious
interaction with the message of sri krishna even scientists like einstein famous
neurologists like charles sherrington and poets like wordsworth and shelley and
philosophers like julian huxley and bertrand russell are brought in by the author to
give the readers an in depth understanding of this great scripture the author weaves
every verse into the requirements of modern life and throws light on how man should
lead his life while involved in his daily chores and fulfil his duties in accordance with
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the philosophy of action as taught by sri krishna the book contains the sanskrit slokas
in devanagari script their english transliteration simple meaning in english followed
by explanation in english
Bhagavad-gita As It Is 1985 the largest selling edition of the gita in the western
world bhagavad gita as it is is more than a book it is alive with knowledge and
devotion thus it has the power to change your life for the better bhagavad gita is
knowledge of five basic truths and the relationship of each truth to the other these
five truths are krishna or god the individual soul the material world action in this
world and time the gita lucidly explains the nature of consciousness the self and the
universe it is the essence of india s spiritual wisdom the answers to questions posed
by philosophers for centuries in translating the gita a c bhaktivedanta swami
prabhupada has remained loyal to the intended meaning of krishna s words and thus
he has unlocked all the secrets of the ancient knowledge of the gita and placed them
before us as an exciting opportunity for self improvement and spiritual fulfillment the
gita is a conversation between krishna and his dear friend arjuna at the last moment
before entering a battle between brothers and friends the great warrior arjuna begins
to wonder why should he fight what is the meaning of his life where is he going after
death in response krishna brings his friend from perplexity to spiritual enlightenment
and each one of us is invited to walk the same path
Perennial Psychology of the Bhagavad Gita 2019-11-20 the bhagavad gita is one
of the most influential spiritual texts of ancient india in perennial psychology of the
bhagavad gita swami rama makes this classic scripture accessible to all students by
vividly drawing out the psychological concepts found within the teachings in this book
are based on the understanding that the outside world can be mastered only when
one s inner potentials are systematically explored and realized with the guidance and
commentary of himalayan master swami rama you can explore the wisdom of the
bhagavad gita which allows one to be vibrant and creative in the external world while
maintaining a state of inner tranquility this commentary on the bhagavad gita is a
unique opportunity to see the gita through the perspective of a master yogi and is an
excellent version for practitioners of yoga meditation spiritual seekers
psychotherapists and students of eastern studies will all find a storehouse of wisdom
in this volume
Bhagavad Gita 2008-02-04 the commentary of shankara on the gita is regarded as an
outstanding specimen of indian scholarship the translator has accomplished his task
in a most praiseworthy manner by giving a faithful translation without in any way
detracting from the strength or clarity of the original commentary the inclusion of a
word index of the entire text has added to the worth of the book
Bhagavad Gita Essentials 2013-10 have you ever noticed that for the mind questions
never cease fortunately this second volume in the just love questions answers series
contains 200 answers to questions posed to paramahamsa sri swami vishwananda
between 2010 and 2013 his answers here cover a wide variety of topics but most of
all he describes how to handle the mind paramahamsa vishwananda says that on the
spiritual path the mind can either be our best friend or our worst enemy that s why
this book focuses particularly on how to overcome the obstacles that the mind places
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between us and the goal of life itself unconditional divine love this is the only kind of
love that will truly fulfill us and guruji s wisdom recommendations and spiritual
practices all help us to transcend the limits the mind imposes
The Central Theme of The Gita 1988 this is a translation of a book titled gita sar
samgraha ग त स र स ग रह in bengali authored by swami premeshananda swami
premeshananda was one of the revered monks of the ramakrishna order who became
a source of inspiration to countless spiritual aspirants monastic as well as lay he was
an initiated disciple of sri sarada devi foreword by swami suhitananda one of the vice
presidents of the ramakrishna math ramakrishna mission published by advaita
ashrama a publication house of ramakrishna math belur math india
The Essence of the Bhagavad Gita 1963 rarely in a lifetime does a new spiritual
classic appear that has the power to change people s lives and transform future
generations this is such a book the essence of the bhagavad gita explained by
paramhansa yogananda shares the profound insights of paramhansa yogananda
author of autobiography of a yogi as remembered by one of his few remaining direct
disciples swami kriyananda this revelation of india s best loved scripture approaches
it from an entirely fresh perspective showing its deep allegorical meaning and also its
down to earth practicality the themes presented are universal how to achieve victory
in life in union with the divine how to prepare for life s final exam death and what
happens afterward how to triumph over all pain and suffering this book is itself a
triumph swami kriyananda worked with paramhansa yogananda in 1950 while the
master completed his commentary at that time yogananda commissioned him to
disseminate his teachings world wide kriyananda has in his lifetime lectured taught
and written eighty five books based on yogananda s teachings the essence of the
bhagavad gita kriyananda s eighty sixth book is the crowning achievement of his
highly productive life in this his masterpiece he declares yogananda s insights into
the gita are the most amazing thrilling and helpful of any i have ever read
The Bhagavad Gita 1998-11-01 this is a new release of the original 1944 edition
The Living Gita 1988 a finalist for the publishers marketing association spiritual book
of the year award this modern translation and commentary makes the deep spiritual
truths of india s timeless classic available to the western mind in a way never before
thought possible as it is said the wisest man makes the difficult seem simple the book
includes every verse of the bhagavad gita and can also serve well as a lively enjoyable
textbook
Thoughts on the Gita 2015-07-23 the bhagavad gita is one of the most important
scriptures of the hindus the very fact that this scripture has been commented upon by
innumerable saints only highlights its great importance this being the case readers
would find it deeply interesting to know what swami vivekananda had to say
regarding it in the pages of this booklet are found those wonderful ideas and
authoritative statements regarding gita by one who was aptly fit to bring out the
hidden significance and essence of this great scripture published by advaita ashrama
a publication house of ramakrishna math belur math india
Yatharth Geeta English 2016-03-07 5200 years long interval srimad bhagavad gita
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in its authentic and everlasting exposition yatharth geeta the geeta in its true
perspective shreemad bhagwad geeta science of religion for mankind what were the
inner feelings and emotions of shri krishn when he preached the geeta all inner
feelings cannot be expressed in words some can be told some are expressed through
the body language and the rest are to be realised which can only be understood by a
seeker through experiences only after attaining the state which shri krishn had been
to an accomplished teacher knows what geeta says he simply does not reiterate
verses of the geeta but in fact gives experiences to the inner feelings of the geeta this
is possible because he sees the same picture which was there when shri krishn
preached the geeta he therefore sees the real meaning can show it to us can evoke
the inner feelings and would lead us on the path of enlightenment rev shri
paramhansji mahraj was also an enlightened teacher of such a level and the
compilation of his words and blessings to grasp the inner feelings of the geeta itself is
the yatharth geeta swami adgadanand
The Teaching of the Bhagavad Gita 2017-01-12 on the self Ātman as taught in
bhagavadgītā
Lectures on the Bhagavad Gita (Annotated Edition) 2012-08-10 the bhagavad
gita was a lifelong companion of swami vivekananda and used to carry one where
ever he went in these lectures swami vivekananda talked about the gita to a western
audience in san francisco on may 26 1900 and was recorded by ida ansell in
shorthand those interested in hinduism religious philosophy or those who are simply
trying to understand the gita will find these lectures useful it s a great collection of
swami vivekananda s opinions and comments on the bhagavad gita the contents of
lectures on the bhagavad gita by swami vivekananda introduction chapters of the
bhagavad gita the gita lecture 1 the gita lecture ii the gita lecture iii
Sri Gopi Gita 2007 sri swami vishwananda s profound and heartfelt commentary
does more than just tell a story in this sri gopi gita he shows you how the gopis saw
krishna and how they truly lived only for their beloved his words awaken the yearning
in our own hearts to see krishna with the eyes of a gopi and to love him with the heart
of a gopi let this book take you on a journey to your own inner vrindavan to
experience the oneness of the gopis with the lord and ultimately remember and
deepen your own relationship with the divine
Shreemad Bhagavad Gita 2023-03-07 the shreemad bhagavad gita is one of the
most ancient scriptures in the world of all the scriptures it is said that gita provides
the deepest and most practical knowledge about faith devotion surrender detachment
and a release of expectations and ownership over one s own actions but like any
teaching time and unqualified minds can distort scriptures like this and misrepresent
what is contained within it is for that purpose that the lord continuously takes birth
on earth in the form of the guru to revive the true essence of the gita and to
demonstrate the simplicity and power of the divine message of the lord one such
master is paramahamsa sri swami vishwananda and this book is his personal
commentary on this timeless knowledge included here are over 900 pages of verses
translations drawings for every chapter and paramahamsa vishwananda s extensive
commentary perfect for the beginner as well as those who have read other
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commentaries this is more than just a book it is a guiding light that can be applied to
every day to every thought and to every moment
Ashtavakra Gita 2016-06-07 offers a modern interpretation of the bhagavad gita and
provides suggestions on how its teachings can be applied to everyday life
Bhagavad Gita for Modern Times 2020-03-05 one who sings and chants these
supremely confidential teachings to my devotees will attain supreme devotion for me
and will attain me there is no doubt in this matter sri krishna bhagavad gita 18 68 if
sharing the confidential meaning of the yoga of devotional love bhakti yoga is the
standard for spiritual advancement then this is the definitive edition of the bhagavad
gita it is the first english translation that includes summaries of the commentaries of
four of the most prominent expounders of the tradition of bhakti yoga srimad
bhaktivinoda hakura srimad visvanatha cakravarti thakura srila bhakti pramode puri
gosvami and sri kanailal pancatirtha alongside the highly acclaimed translation of the
text itself by srila bhakti rakshak sridhar dev gosvami taken together no other edition
of this sacred text has so comprehensively conveyed the timeless spiritual wisdom of
the bhagavad gita
Bhagavad Gita 2002-09-28 sri rama imparts this knowledge to vibhishana on the
battlefield of sri lanka and is found in the lanka kanda portion of the
ramacharitmanas sri rama describes the chariot of dharma which is needed to fight
and defeat the inner enemies of ignorance anger etc
Vibhishana Gita 2022-03-28 the authorised english translation of the profound gita
commentary of swami pranabananda paramhansa exalted disciple of yogiraj lahiri
mahasaya part one of two volumes
Pranab Gita - Volume 1 2003-02-13 although set down in writing centuries apart the
bhagavad gita and the uddhava gita share krishna s core advice on developing a more
complete personal consciousness but unlike the urgency of an impending battle that
drives krishna s dialogue in the bhagavad gita this dialogue with his dear old friend
uddhava takes place on the eve of krishna s departure from the world and is filled
with philosophy poetry and practical advice book jacket
The Uddhava Gita 2010-09-09 srimad bhagavad gita is now widely recognised as a
scriptural text of worldwide importance sri ramanuja is one of the noted
commentators on the vedanta sutras of badarayana and the bhagavad gita this has
brought him recognition as one of the greatest exponents of vedanta from the
vaishnava point of view swami adidevananda one of the distinguished scholarly
monks of the ramakrishna order who retained his inherent sri vaishnava heritage has
translated the original verses and sri ramanuja s commentary into english this book is
of special importance because it is the only english translation now available with the
original sanskrit commentary as well the book opens with meditation on the gita
followed by the gitartha sangraha of sri yamunacharya with english translation swami
tapasyananda who was a scholarly monk with deep devotional temperament and one
of the vice presidents of the ramakrishna order has written a scholarly introduction to
this work
Sri Ramanuja Gita Bhasya 2018-11-27 the bhagavad gita comes from the 100 000
verses of the epic mahabharat it s 700 verses are rich with eloquent poetry and
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woven masterfully with vedic philosophy this translation focuses on the inner struggle
of the spiritual aspirant to follow their own chosen ideal of perfection in every
moment complete with a glossary of definitions for the names of the characters in the
story this translation is not as much a history lesson as it is a lesson that can be
applied to the reader s current situation today there is no other circumstance in
which divine knowledge is more appropriate and no greater teacher than the
supreme lord himself this book comes with english translations roman transliterations
and the original sanskrit
Bhagavad Gita 2012 the most famous and revered of all hindu scriptures this text
translated from sanskrit teaches the paths of knowledge devotion action and
meditation becoming the seed for all the hindu systems of philosophy and religion
that followed
The Bhagavad Gita 2012-10-19 from publisher s weekly abbot george burke
enthusiastically explores the story as a means for knowing oneself the cosmos and
one s calling within it his plainspoken insights often distill complex lessons with
simplicity and sagacity those with a deep interest in the gita will find much wisdom
here several thousand years ago in north central india two people sat in a chariot in
the midpoint of a great battlefield one of them the yogi arjuna knew that it would be
not be long before the conflict would begin so he asked krishna the master of yoga
yogeshwara what should be his attitude and perspective in this moment and above all
what should he do there was no time to spare in empty words in a brief discourse
later turned into seven hundred sanskrit verses by the sage vyasa krishna outlined to
arjuna the way to live one s entire life so as to gain perfect self knowledge and self
mastery the bhagavad gita tells us that we can attain a knowing beyond even what it
tells us and it shows us the way with penetrating insight abbot george burke
illumines the bhagavad gita s practical value for spiritual seekers and the
timelessness of india s most beloved scripture with a unique perspective of a lifetime
of study and practice of both eastern and western spirituality abbot george mines the
treasures of the gita and presents them in an easily intelligible fashion for those
wishing to put these priceless teachings into practice drawing from the teachings of
sri ramakrishna jesus paramhansa yogananda ramana maharshi swami vivekananda
swami sivananda of rishikesh papa ramdas and other spiritual masters and teachers
as well as his own experiences abbot burke illustrates the teachings of the gita with
stories which make the teachings of krishna in the gita vibrant and living while
yogananda in his commentary on the gita god talks with arjuna the bhagavad gita
focuses on the valuable symbolism contained in the gita abbot burke dwells primarily
on the practical aspects and what aspirants can put into practice here and now on a
daily basis any student of the bhagavad gita will find the bhagavad gita for awakening
an essential companion in their studies at times general principles found in the gita
are illumined and in other places the deeper meanings found in the sanskrit text are
explained word by word so that seekers will have and in depth understanding of the
religion practices and culture that those familiar with indian religion and philosophy
take for granted a must read for anyone on a spiritual quest for the truth sailaja
kuruvadi
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The Bhagavad Gita for Awakening 2017-04-04 thus avadhutopanishad mentions that
which is indestructible worthy of seeking free from the bondage of relative existence
and the implied meaning of the tattvamasi mahÂvÂkya from this description it is
evident that the avadhöta is none other than the absolute non dual brahman when
this reality manifests through the limitations of the paácakoïa s without any influence
and thereby expresses the divinity in its stark naked truthful expression such a
master is referred as avadhöta this being so there cannot be any valid descriptions to
fit our rational understanding of the truth and its manifestations such incarnation of
the absolute is bhagawÂn dattÂtreya to whom this text is attributed
Avadhöta Gita 2007-01-01 the bhagavad gita is the gospel of hinduism this important
hindu scripture dates back to 200 bc and its title directly translates to the song of god
part of the ancient sanskrit epic mahabharata this 700 verse hindu scripture is a
narrative between arjuna the pandava prince and his guide sri krishna set on the
kurukshetra battlefield arjuna contemplates the ethics and morality of war often seen
as an allegory for the philosophical struggles of life the battlefield provides the
perfect context for krishna s advice regarding karma yoga moksha divine glory and
other fundamentals of hinduism the chapters featured in this volume include the
sorrow of arjuna the yoga of knowledge the way to eternal brahman the yoga of
mysticism divine glory the vision of god in his universal form devotion to the supreme
spirit three kinds of faith this ancient religious text holds a powerful contemporary
message and is an important and respected hindu scripture
Bhagavad Gita - The Song of God 2023-04-27 a new translation of the bhagavad gita
by swami nirmalananda giri abbot george burke for leading a successful spiritual life
The Bhagavad Gita - The Song of God 2018-07-02 the gita teaches us the art of
being total use your actions in an attitude of karma yoga use your feelings in devotion
in bhakti yoga use your intellect for right understanding in jnana yoga and use your
being in silence in dhyana yoga the bhagavad gita helps us to tune to our inner pure
state and denounce the illusion of security clarity courage and wisdom are true
security bhagavad gita helps us to learn to draw energy from our inner state and
achieve personal excellence swami sukhabodhananda is the founder chairman of
prasanna trust he is also the founder of the research wing of prasanna foundation
which focuses on the scientific aspects of meditation his books have made many
discover a new way of living life and his self development programs have benefitted
many in the corporate sectors and reputed institutions
The Gita & Management 2023-10-08 the original bhagavad gita of yoganandaji
1932 edition in his original wordings as interpreted by him the greatest hindu
scriptures are the four vedas one hundred and eight upanishads were written
containing the essence of the four vedas six systems of hindu philosophy sankhya
yoga vedanta nimansa etc contain the essence of the vedas and upanishads and the
bhagavad gita is the essence of the six philosophies 108 upanishads and 4 vedas the
bhagavad gita says fight the battle of life or you will acquire sin chapter 2 33 the
spiritual interpretation of the above passage is that unless the soul battles
continuously to overcome the consciousness of the flesh by experiencing soul
consciousness in meditation that soul acquires sin if the son of god or the image of
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god dwelling in flesh does not fight against the limitations of the flesh but identifies
himself with it then he invites sorrow to be in soul consciousness is to remember the
spirit but to be in flesh consciousness is to forget the power of the soul to feel
omnipresence through meditation the soul remembers its home in omnipresent
absolute blissful spirit but after a short meditation the soul goes back again to the
remembrance of the troublesome limitations of the body this sinful cosmic delusion
which produces the body consciousness is the root cause underlying the three fold
physical mental and spiritual sorrows of man
Personal Excellence Through The Bhagavad Gita 2014-03-30 unravel the
philosophy of life and the spiritual essence of the bhagavad gita in a simplified and
systemic manner with the introductory guide succinct text coupled with basic
diagrams and colorful paintings illustrates abstruse concepts such as the soul karma
destiny god yoga teacher and many more this transcendental knowledge can be
implemented in daily life to rejuvenate the body mind and spirit
Swami Yoganandaji's The Original Bhagavad Gita - 1932 Edition (Volume-1,
Chapters 1 to 4) 2008-08-26 in this insightful rendition of the bhagavad gita swami
nikhilananda provides a profound interpretation of the sacred text exploring the
timeless wisdom and teachings of lord krishna he illuminates the path to self
realization and offers practical guidance for navigating life s challenges gain
profound wisdom from the timeless teachings of the bhagavad gita discover practical
guidance for finding purpose and fulfilment in life explore the profound insights of
lord krishna on duty and righteousness learn to overcome challenges and attain inner
peace and harmony experience the transformative power of the bhagavad gita s
teachings
Basics of Bhagavad Gita 2008 27 select discourses of swami akhandananda saraswati
ji maharaj of vrindavan on bhagwad gita the nectarine wisdom of gita at its best
Bhagavad Gita this is a new release of the original 1909 edition
Gita in Daily Life based on the teachings of paramhansa yogananda this translation
of the gita brings alive the deep spiritual insights and poetic beauty of the famous
battlefield dialogue between krishna and arjuna based on the little known truth that
each character in the gita represents an aspect of our own being it expresses with
revelatory clarity how to win the struggle within us between the forces of our lower
and higher natures one of the best loved scriptures in the world the bhagavad gita
has been translated by many scholars and poets over thousands of years here is a
new english language translation by a renowned spiritual master perhaps more than
any other version paramhansa yogananda s gita captures the spiritual depth of the
original each verse of this 18 chapter scripture is translated in sparkling modern
english prose that conveys the power and inspiration of this ancient scripture
spiritual practices such as devotion selfless service and spiritual discrimination are
explained and clarified this treasure of a book not only represents the wisdom of the
original gita for today s reader clear powerful straightforward and inwardly
transforming contains 130 pages of profound spiritual truths edited by yogananda s
direct disciple swami kriyananda
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Srimad-Bhagavad-Gita one of the best loved scriptures in the world the bhagavad gita
has been translated by many scholars and poets over thousands of years this new
version rendered in modern english prose by swami kriyananda is based on the
interpretations of his guru paramhansa yogananda author of autobiography of a yogi
the gita is the heroic story of the battlefield counsel given by krishna to arjuna just
prior to the start of a great war responding to arjuna s moral dilemma over fighting
against his beloved friends family and teachers krishna advises arjuna on his duties
as a warrior yogananda s insights reveal that the gita is in fact a spiritual allegory
and that each character in the story symbolizes psychological traits and aspects of
our own consciousness as arjuna looks upon the warriors on the battlefield he is
really facing his own inner battle between the forces of delusion and the forces of
spirit within krishna s advice to arjuna on how to win the battle using yogic tools of
devotion selfless service and spiritual discrimination gives each of us the guidance we
need to move forward in dharma right action in every material or spiritual test that
life may bring book jacket
The Bhagavad Gita the book consists of two parts an introduction to the study of the
gita and the charm and power of the gita the first consists of lectures delivered by the
author and the second is the introductory chapter from the author s book universal
message of the bhagavad gita published by advaita ashrama a publication house of
ramakrishna math belur math india
The Bhagavad Gita
The Charm and Power of the Gita
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